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There are a lot of not-particularly-beautiful
buildings ‘left over’ from the late 20th century. They
are too young to demolish outright, but too old to
appeal to many people, or to serve the functional
needs of the now not-so-new, 21st century. What to
do with them all? In cases such as this, where the
original building is very large, and occupied by a
busy concern, significant renovations and, when
necessary, expansion, is far more economical and
sustainable than demolition and replacement. In
fact, this project received LEED silver status.
The Brutalist style of the existing structure played
a part in its unpopularity; it was heavy, dour,
unpleasant to look at (except for diehard
aficionados). It was not a happy member of its VilleMarie neighbourhood. The public internal spaces
have been renovated with economy to use money
where it showed. But the major transformation
comes with an enclosed courtyard atrium that is
now the vibrant heart of the whole complex. As
well, one major new elevation is visible from outside,
and it is a direct contrast with the older facades.
In cheerful tones of green glass panels, the new
facade takes the predictable rhythm of the
windows on the old walls and abstracts that into
a pattern of tartan greens: some windows, other
transom panels. This volume provides something of
a new mood for CSN, but is still framed by wings of
the original mass.
But the heart of the scheme is surely the atrium.
Crisscrossed with narrow bridges at upper levels,
and tiered into seating steps at the floor level – for
presentations, events, or just coffee breaks with
colleagues – the space is looked over by many
of the offices ringing the upper levels, and at
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ground level, flanked by access to the garden, meeting rooms, a bookshop and library, and the
cafeteria. It is really the indoor ‘piazza’ of the facility, and during Montreal’s considerable winters, it is
a respite and truly public space. The more specific functional spaces of CSN encircle this area, and
benefit from doing so. You can imagine it alive with people coming and going, crossing the bridges,
hanging out on the lower steps.
The atrium deliberately uses materials representative of the regional industries represented by CSN
unions: concrete, wood and steel. Wood is probably the key, appearing in handsome planes of
vertical struts, and cladding the face of the major element looking over the atrium, a three-storey
meeting room ‘box’ that seems to hang in midair over the space. The device is simple but packs
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a punch. The almost Asian wood screen looks great, warms up the huge space and, in being
revealed from adjacent surfaces, feels weightless. It must be either thrilling or distracting holding
meetings in those rooms, with all that goes on through the windows. The wood struts reappear in
other places, on ceilings, or walls, marking a quiet theme through some of the public areas of CSN.
Other modest devices are employed in the renovation. The use of infrequent spots of primary
colour, on discreet walls or running across a white atrium wall in skinny lines, adds just that tiny
‘seam’ to the project. It is all very understated, as if the architects always opted for the lesser end
of the drama scale. That is probably key to the success here; the new CSN doesn’t deny or destroy
the former construction, it makes a new place out of it.
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Ruff Ruff
Hopital Veterinaire du Parc
Montreal, Canada
Thomas Balaban Architecte
In a nod to the importance pet owners place on their
favourite four-legged companions, this swish new veterinary
clinic in Montreal’s Mile End neighbourhood lends a
contemporary eye to the kind of programme that used
to be relegated to the ‘I’d rather not know’ folder. In fact
the building, formerly a photography studio, is a mixeduse combination of vet hospital and four residential units
above… Perfect for pet owners, perhaps? The ground floor
and basement are devoted to the animals, with a palette of
pale colour tones, ultra-clean surfaces and the occasional
remnant of the old structure left visible as patches of
patinated walls. Glass, polycarbonate, tiles and smooth
concrete now rule this roost, along with: comely lighting
fixtures in the lobby space; a broad, glazed entry wall giving
onto the handsome village street; and a sharp set of display
shelves in metal running along the aged side wall. It’s very
understated and (thank goodness) eschews overt references
to the cuteness of cats and dogs. The design establishes
that this is a serious medical facility, but also that its
owners, and clients, live in the midst of a very hip city.
The large lobby space is aimed squarely at pets that aren’t
happy to sit on waiting chairs. The rugged lower band of
older surfaces and pragmatic tile floors subtly answer
obvious contingencies, but above this wainscot datum are
translucent panels and glass partitions that allow views
deeper inside, to where the medical business actually takes
place. Custom-designed furniture in Corian is attractive
and easy to keep spotless. The treatment rooms are
no-nonsense and minimal, and cluster around the central
circulation core.
As welcoming as the veterinary clinic is, however, a large
portion of the project involved the addition of a two-storey
structure to accommodate four domestic apartment units.
Raising the height of the building by two levels in a steel
frame, TBA organised the plans around a compact central
lightwell, culminating in a roof terrace with views of Montreal
as a treat. The facades are clean, orderly arrangements of
recessed balconies and window frames that feel at home
beside the party-wall neighbours. Holding the front wall
of those allows for a small but useful forecourt to both
entrance doorways – clinic and flats (the latter reached
via staircase). It is a very urban, respectful parti, and even
locals who own no pets will glance at the building with
approving eyes.
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Hollow Core
The Learning Resource Center
Suffolk County Community College
Brentwood, New York, USA
ikon.5 architects

A library and learning centre at the heart of a community college in New York
State, this almost neoclassical building is set out upon a compositional geometry
of nine squares in a grid. Then the architects played with the mass, removing
some of the ‘blocks’ to bring interest and enhance natural lighting. At the
centre of the grid is a large, public, circular stair that wraps the information
desk, fronts the reference section, and faces out to the forecourt. The latter
is the major volumetric move of the scheme, announcing entry, providing a
sun-catching courtyard space, and establishing the overall symmetry of the
building. Doubling its impact is a lantern ‘cube’ that rises over the staircase, and
monumentalises the overall scale of the centre in order to act as a beacon. The
roof slab of this two-storey facility continues around the open forecourt, with a
giant circular cutout in the middle. This underscores the fact that the place is a
single physical entity, and introduces the geometric exercise taking place. With
fenestration relegated to quadrants of the elevations, that game is advanced
and clarified, so the continuity issue is real. Where the walls are unbroken,
opaque patterns of terracotta tiling in a horizontal grid serves up pleasant,
creamy white fields.
Inside, the various facilities, mostly related to teaching and research activities,
enjoy bright, white spaces and open planning. The interiors are spacious and
communal in character, and wandering around them seems almost compulsory.
The central space, rising up to the large lantern above, is obviously ground zero
of the plan and section, and functions well as such; an organiser in the oldhinge 273_64
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school tradition, even if now realised in white steel beams and acres of glass.
That lantern is a conceit of significant investment. You can imagine the design
meeting presentations when the architects sold the concept to the client. Yes,
it’s useful as a source of natural light, and handy as a campus signifier for the
centre, but that huge, necessarily? It holds a lot of (in summer, presumably
hot) air, and seems a tad over-scaled relative to the rest of the building or its
programme. On the other hand… it is undeniably well detailed and its windows
handsomely decorative. We remain puzzled, though, by what the almost
Germanic atrium lantern has to do with the multiple rings of steel beams
hanging at ceiling-height off the second floor. Might they interrupt the beauty
of the upper space? Anyway, this core gesture is symbolic, and in the words
of principal architect Joseph G Tattoni, “a lantern for learning”. Fair enough.
Other facilities here include an auditorium, classrooms, computer lab, writing
centre and various support rooms for meetings and individual work.
The building contrasts with some of its red-brick, gable-roofed neighbours on
campus. And on approach it is an interesting hybrid: from central views it is
sternly symmetrical both in its massing and the layout of solid and void in its
facades. But wander offline to view it obliquely, and suddenly it becomes much
more interesting as a game of open and closed blocks. Still monumental in
aspect, these off-centre perspectives achieve what ikon.5 was after, and vivify
the building radically.
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Now and Then
Tata Consultancy Services Software Development
Campus
Kolkata, India
Yazdani Studio of CannonDesign
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Almost as much a site-masterplanning exercise as a building project, the new
campus of Tata Consultancy Services is a huge, 16,000-employee facility set
upon 40 acres of land on the outskirts of the vast metropolis. The design is
anchored upon a composition of courtyard spaces that take up the traditions
of historical Indian architecture and garden design and attempt to update them
to the 21st century, at a scale commensurate with the giant conglomerate’s
reach and ambitions. The world knows India’s role in high technology – this
very contemporary facility feels like another rung on the ladder of that current:
ambitious, bold, statement-making. The utilisation of somewhat traditional
planning approaches seems a pleasant marriage with the ultra-forward-thinking
use the buildings are put to. In many ways, the Tata campus looks to both the
future and the past.

underscored by the treatment of the ‘face’ area of the towers’ front ends,
which are cut open as huge, sky-high loggias. On the narrow end facades,
these dramatic, open spaces are screened behind a metal mesh layer hung
forward of the principal walls. On the flanks the loggias are recognised
with four-storey-high square openings framed in gentle projections. It is
unclear what the open, breezy spaces are for, but it isn’t difficult to imagine
a plethora of things to do in them, not least simply step away from one’s
computer for a breathtaking view over the area, and a bit of fresh air.
There are other cutouts in the south-facing facades of the blocks, mostly
horizontal in orientation and modest in size. These offer terraces for staff.
The rest of the south walls are a random pattern of white panels and glazed
vertical windows.

The scheme sets out two long, slab-block towers in parallel but offset positions.
Thanks to the proportions of the massing, with each tower rising to 15 storeys
for their ‘headpieces’ and extruding a long, lower-height ‘tail’ as well, they
introduce a relationship of vitality, something like two giant ships in harbour,
or even two enormous beasts gazing in the same direction. This impression is

You can tell the architects had some pleasure in playing with the
compositional arrangements of these facades. There’s quite a lot going
on – including the gentle angling of the wall panels – but the canvas is so
large that it sustains the visual activity. Yet it is important to note that the
scale and shape of the blocks play a crucial role in the overall presentation
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of the buildings. They are mega-structures, yet seem almost svelte; they
sport a busy cladding programme, yet don’t look fussy. The north flanks
of the buildings feature a facade treatment that is quite different and
more uniform: a pattern of sun-shading struts laid upon a glazed curtain
wall. From this side the Tata campus leans more towards a reading as a
single mass.
Back to those courtyards. They provide a ground-level counterbalance
to the enormity of the complex, a realm to humanise the place and ease
it down upon the ground plane. Designing at this scale often dictates
a monumentality that can be institutional, and there’s no question
anywhere here that this is a place of sublime ambition. But you can
meander through the courtyard gardens approaching or leaving the
place, or perhaps on lunch break, and feel calmer and connected to
other parts of India. The scheme threads the needle between two
entirely different experiences.

